Anglo-Turkish Society / Royal Anthropological Institute lecture, 27 September 2018, 6.00 pm
Speaker: Şebnem Şenyener
Venue: Royal Anthropological Institute, 50 Fitzroy St, Fitzrovia, London W1T 5BT
Title: ‘The letters writ by a Turkish spy’, its influence on literature and on my work
“Letters Writ by a Turkish Spy, written by the Genovese political refugee Giovanni Marana in 1684, is the mother of all spy novels
and helped create the modern novel as we know it today. Published anonymously in France by Louis XIV, the book comprises
the letters of an Ottoman spy living in Paris, giving his insights into European life. The novel created the model
for Montesquieu’s Persian letters (1721) and Goldsmith’s Citizen of the World (1760). In 1691, an additional seven volumes
of the Letters were published with the same title in English by an unknown author. In 1718, none other than Daniel Defoe
published a Continuation of the Letters of a Turkish Spy. But the authorship of the first seven volumes of Letters Writ by a Turkish
Spy in English remains one of literature’s most beautiful mysteries yet to be solved.
Şebnem Şenyener’s novel, Letters Writ by A Turkish Spy, published in Turkish in 2001, presents her answer to the mystery of the
authorship of the English volumes through a series of love letters. The hero, an unrequited lover, writes the letters from exile to
the object of his desire in attempt to win her affection. His identity is the central riddle of the book.
In this presentation, Şenyener will talk about the remarkable history and influence of Marana’s novel and her own version of it.
Booking essential: https://sebnem-senyener-lecture.eventbrite.co.uk
Contact: contact@angloturkishsociety.org.uk

Letters Writ by A Turkish Spy, was Şebnem Şenyener’s first published novel. Since then she has
published six more - all love stories embedded within art thrillers. She was New York correspondent
of the daily Cumhuriyet, Paris correspondent of the bi-weekly Yeni-Gündem, and she helped found
Turkey’s leading publishing house, İletişim. She received a Master’s degree in journalism at
Columbia University. In 1998, she organized a freedom of expression campaign for the Committee to
Protect Journalists in New York that led to the release of a prominent Turkish journalist Işık Yurtçu
and a change in the law that freed 80 other journalists. Her features, travel literature and short
stories have been also published in Varlık literary magazine, Milliyet Art magazine, Milliyet book
review, Aktuel, Eurozine and T24. She lives in London, New York and Rome.
The Anglo-Turkish Society relies solely on membership dues and donations to continue its work. If you wish to become a member, sponsor one of our
charities or wish to leave a legacy small or large, we would be happy to hear from you.
www.angloturkishsociety.org.uk

